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ABSTRACT 
There is increased recognition of the effects of diffuse traumatic brain injury (dTBI), which can initiate yet 
unknown biochemical cascades, resulting in delayed secondary brain degeneration and long term neurological 
sequela. There is limited availability of therapies that minimise the effect of secondary brain damage on the quality 
of life of people who have suffered TBI, many of which were otherwise healthy adults. Understanding the cascade 
of biochemical events initiated in specific brain regions in the acute phase of dTBI, and how this spreads into 
adjacent brain structures may provide the necessary insight to drive development of improved therapies. In this 
study we have used direct biochemical imaging techniques (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic imaging) 
and elemental mapping (X-ray fluorescence microscopy) to characterise biochemical and elemental alterations 
that occur in corpus callosum white matter in the acute phase of dTBI. The results provide direct visualisation of 
differential biochemical and ionic changes that occur in the highly vulnerable medial corpus callosum white matter 
relative to the less vulnerable lateral regions of the corpus callosum. Specifically, the results suggest that altered 
ionic gradients manifest within mechanically damaged medial corpus callosum, potentially spreading to and 
inducing lipid alterations to white matter structures in lateral brain regions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Traumatic brain injury is one of the largest causes of morbidity in otherwise healthy 
adults.1-4 The incidence of traumatic brain injury across adult populations typically shows a 
peak amongst adult populations 18 – 25 years in age (attributed to increased risk taking 
actions), with a secondary increase in incidence in elderly populations (attributed to increased 
incidence of falls).5-10 In severe cases TBI is fatal but even if people survive TBI, a substantial 
proportion suffer long term cognitive, learning and memory deficits associated with secondary 
brain damage.2, 11, 12 There is therefore, a strong drive to characterise and understand the 
chemical alterations that occur early after TBI, i.e. in the acute phase, which may initiate or 
drive mechanisms of secondary brain damage and contributing to long term neurological 
sequelae.13  



The major form of TBI is diffuse TBI (dTBI), where there is no direct damage by a 
foreign object to the brain, but the impact-induced relative motion between skull and brain 
tissue14 results in shear forces that cause axonal swelling, tearing and disconnection,10, 15, 16 and 
even synaptic shearing.17 A significant amount of work on dTBI has identified many of the 
secondary damage processes in dTBI, of which a focal point of change is in the blood-brain 
barrier, as well as oedema, inflammation and vascular changes, and network degeneration,13 
and we have identified the consequent immediate and medium-term effects on cortical neuronal 
responses as a suppression that extends through the cortical column.18, 19 With the exception of 
one study on mechanic injury,20 nothing is known about the effects of any form of TBI on the 
changes in distribution and concentration of elements such as P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Fe, Mn, Cu. All 
of the above elements however, have been shown to be altered in a range of brain 
neurodegenerative disorders and in ageing,21-25 with implications for a range of cellular 
biochemical reactions in which these elements play a role in the normal brain and in 
neurodegeneration. It is hoped that increased understanding of elemental alterations that occur 
in vulnerable and less vulnerable brain regions, in the acute phase of TBI, may provide insight 
into the cascade of biochemical pathways that may be activated and subsequently contribute to 
delayed degeneration and cognitive impairment in mid- and chronic phases after TBI. 

Recent advances in synchrotron x-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) enable rapid 
elemental mapping of brain tissue sections, at micron spatial resolution, to study the 
distribution and concentration of elements like those noted above.26-29 The advantages of 
“multi-modal” imaging are also gaining increasing recognition,30, 31 where vibrational 
spectroscopic methods such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), or Raman 
spectroscopy are applied to characterise tissue biochemistry in association with elemental 
distributions revealed by XFM.25, 29, 32-34 FTIR-imaging is increasingly used as an analytical 
tool to investigate holistic biochemical composition at the cellular (i.e. micron spatial 
resolution) or near-cellular (i.e. 10 – 50 µm spatial resolution) level. This sort of multi-modal 
approach has been used to associate lipid homeostasis with ionic or elemental gradients after 
ischemic,29, 34 or haemorrhagic stroke,35, 36 or to associate protein aggregation with brain metal 
content during dementia or Alzheimer’s disease.33, 37, 38 

In this study we have applied a multi-modal approach using FTIR biochemical imaging 
and XFM elemental mapping to characterise biochemical alterations, ionic gradients, and 
transition metal content in the medial and lateral  regions of the corpus callosum white matter 
of rodents, and surrounding brain structures, following dTBI, created using a well-established 
and characterised model of diffuse TBI (dTBI) in rodents, which model clinical aspects of 
human brain injury, particularly to white matter structures such as the corpus callosum.39-41 The 
findings lay an important framework for future studies to use direct spectroscopic imaging 
methods, in addition to classical biochemical methods, to investigate and visualise the time-
line and cellular location in which ionic gradients are disturbed following dTBI. Such 
information may provide vital insight into the initial cellular processes that are affected in the 
acute phase of dTBI, which may subsequently drive secondary degeneration. 

 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

FTIR imaging reveals differential lipid changes across medial and lateral regions of the corpus 
callosum after dTBI. 

 In this study, FTIR-imaging was conducted at near-cellular spatial resolution (25 µm) 
to assess the holistic biochemical composition of medial and lateral regions of the corpus 



callosum following dTBI (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Specifically, FTIR-imaging was used to 
compare lipid composition of the lateral and medial regions of the corpus callosum, between 
sham and dTBI animals, using spectroscopic markers of lipid methylene groups νs(CH2) 
(Figure 1A, E), lipid esters ν(C=O) (Figure 1B, F), and phosphate head group of phospholipids 
νas(PO2

-) (Figure 1C, F). A representative FTIR spectrum that highlights the location of these 
spectroscopic marker bands is presented in Figure 2A. Statistical analysis with a two-way 
ANOVA revealed a strong interaction effect (p < 0.0001) for all three lipid markers, between 
anatomical region (medial vs lateral) and treatment group (sham vs TBI). Post-hoc testing of 
multiple comparisons (Sidak’s method) revealed that dTBI has a differential effect on lipid 
composition of medial relative to lateral corpus callosum white matter. Specifically, the 
spectroscopic markers of lipids, lipid methylene groups (Figure 1I), lipid esters (Figure 1J), 
and phosphate head groups (Figure 1K) were observed to decrease in medial corpus callosum 
of dTBI animals relative to sham animals. This result indicates lipid damage and lipid loss 
within the medial corpus callosum, which was expected, and is consistent with the established 
vulnerability of the medial corpus callosum to mechanical damage in this model.41-44  

 To further confirm that the loss of lipids from the medial corpus callosum after dTBI is 
due to phospholipid damage, spectroscopic alterations to the phosphate functional groups were 
investigated in greater detail. Spectra were vector normalised to the phosphate band (1200 – 
1250 cm-1, to remove variation associated with absolute changes in lipid content. Analysis of 
second-derivative spectra was then performed to identify if chemical alterations to the 
phosphate group were present. Close inspection of the FTIR spectra in the νas(PO2

-) region 
indicated reduced intensity at 1223 cm-1 in the medial corpus callosum of dTBI rats (Figure 
1D, 1H and 2B). Statistical analysis with a two-way ANOVA revealed a strong interaction 
effect between the factors of anatomical location and treatment group (p = 0.0006). Post-hoc 
multi-comparison testing (Sidak’s method) confirmed that a statistically significant reduction 
in hydrated phospholipid head groups is observed in the medial regions of the corpus callosum, 
but not the lateral regions of the corpus callosum (Figure 2L). This spectroscopic alteration is 
consistent with reduction in the content of hydrated phospholipids, which absorb at this spectral 
location.45 Although multiple organo-phosphate compounds absorb infrared light across the 
1200 – 1250 cm-1 range (e.g., ATP, phosphocreatine, RNA, and DNA),45 the primary absorbing 
species in white matter is likely to be phospholipids due to the low cell density and high myelin 
content of this region. The observation of spectroscopic markers of phospholipid degradation 
within medial corpus callosum white matter after dTBI that have been observed in this study, 
is consistent with the studies of others, which used biochemical assays to demonstrate 
phospholipid degradation as a hall mark of acute TBI pathology.46-49 Indeed, quantification of 
phospholipid breakdown products, such as glycerol, in the interstitial space are commonly used 
markers of TBI severity.47, 48 

 Spectroscopic markers of phospholipid degradation were only observed in the medial 
region of the corpus callosum, and not the lateral regions in this study, suggesting that the 
medial corpus callosum white matter has heightened vulnerability to mechanical damage 
induced by shock waves during dTBI.50 Intriguingly, a significant increase in lipid methylene, 
lipid ester, and phospholipid headgroup content was observed in the lateral corpus callosum of 
dTBI rats relative to sham animals (Figure 1). This observed differential effect of dTBI on lipid 
composition of medial and lateral corpus callosum white matter supports the existence of 
differential biochemical responses to dTBI across the brain.41, 43 

To further investigate the myelin content of the corpus callosum, immuno-fluorescence 
(IF) measurement of myelin basic protein antigenicity and luxol fast blue (LFB) myelin 
histochemistry was performed (Figure 3). LFB staining (Figure 3A-D) revealed reduced 



average myelin content within the medial corpus callosum of dTBI animals relative to sham, 
however, the difference was not statistically significant (Figure 3I). No differences in LFB 
staining were observed between the lateral regions of the corpus callosum of dTBI animals 
relative to sham (Figure 3I). Similarly, no difference in MBP antigenicity measured by IF 
(Figure 3E-H) was observed between dTBI and sham animals in either the medial or lateral 
regions of the corpus callosum (Figure 3J). It is possible that the lack of statistically significant 
differences could be the result of the sample preparation methods used in this study. Flash-
frozen non-fixed tissue was essential for FTIR and XFM measurements, and therefore, tissue 
sections had to be post-fixed in formalin after being sectioned, for LFB and IF analyses. Such 
protocols are not optimal for IF and histochemistry (perfusion fixation would be preferred), 
and may have contributed to increased variance in the data set. Alternatively, the results may 
reflect that LFB and MBP-IF inherently detect proteins in the myelin sheath. LFB is widely 
regarded to stain lipo-proteins, and MBP-IF is protein specific. Therefore, degradation of 
phospholipids from the myelin sheath that occurs without substantial protein loss, would be 
expected to result in biochemical differences in the corpus callosum that are detected by FTIR, 
but not LFB or MBP-IF. In addition, alterations in cellular lipid levels will be detected by FTIR, 
but will not be detected by LFB or MBP-IF. 

At this stage the exact reasons for the increase in lipid content within the lateral regions 
of the corpus callosum are not known, however, altered oligodendrocyte metabolism or 
abnormal myelination may account for the observation. Studies by others have shown that 
abnormal and often extended myelin wrapping occurs as early as 2 days post traumatic axonal 
injury,51, 52 and increased abundance of excessively myelinated axons has been observed 
following axonal trauma.53 Likewise, increased abundance of myelinating cells has been 
reported within the corpus callosum in the acute phase following TBI.54 In particular, the 
increased appearance of myelinating cells have been proposed to originate from the sub-
ventricular zone of the lateral ventricles, which is immediately adjacent to the lateral corpus 
callosum.54 Therefore, although degradation of the myelin sheath is a hall mark of axonal 
injury, our findings raise the possibility of increased myelin production in adjacent, less 
damaged regions. Although our results did not directly show increased myelin, as measured by 
MBP-IF or LFB, the increased lipid content may be the initial stages of lipid synthesis and 
accumulation within oligodendrocytes. If so, it is still not known if such processes are the initial 
stages of remyelination or, if the net lipid increase reflects abnormal myelination and 
oligodendrocyte dysfunction. If the latter, this would be likely contribute to the extended, 
incorrectly folded myelin layers observed through electron microscopy in other studies.51, 52 
FTIR imaging studies by others have revealed increased lipid levels in brain cells associated 
with inflammation, such as during chronic pain.55 The elevated lipid content observed in the 
lateral corpus collosum following dTBI in this study may therefore, possibly be a marker of 
inflammation, which has been shown to occur in this model.41 

XFM elemental mapping reveals effects of dTBI on the levels of metal ions and ionic gradients 
across lateral and medial corpus callosum white matter 

 XFM elemental mapping was used to assess metal ion (Fe, Cu, Zn) and diffusible ion 
(Cl-, K+, Ca2+) gradients across the corpus callosum white matter. The results demonstrate TBI 
has a significant effect on Zn concentration in the corpus callosum (p = 0.0015, two-way 
ANOVA, Figure 4A-D, M)), but not Fe or Cu (Figure 5D, E). Sidak post-hoc testing of multi-
comparisons identified that the medial sub-region of the corpus callosum contains less Zn in 
TBI animals relative to shams (Figure 4M), however, no significant difference between TBI 
and sham was observed in the lateral region (Figure 4M). This finding is consistent with the 
established heightened vulnerability of the medial corpus callosum to mechanical damage, 



relative to the lateral sub-region. The exact mechanism of Zn loss from the medial corpus 
callosum is not known. However, the myelin sheath has numerous Zn binding sites, at which 
Zn binding is proposed to help stabilise myelin structure and maintain integrity of the myelin 
sheath wrapping axons.57 Myelin damage or an altered chemical environment within myelin 
during pathology may be expected to decrease white matter Zn content. Therefore, preferential 
loss of Zn from the medial corpus callosum, taken together with the lipid loss observed from 
FTIR data, is interpreted to reflect axonal damage after dTBI. 

 In addition to transition metal ions (Fe, Cu, Zn), XFM elemental mapping was used to 
semi-quantitatively image the distribution of diffusible ions Cl-, K+, and Ca2+. TBI was found 
to not have an effect on the areal density of the ions Cl-, K+, and Ca2+, in the corpus callosum 
(summarised in Figure 5A-C). On average the Cl- concentration was higher in the corpus 
callosum of dTBI rats relative to sham rats, while the K+ were lower on average. To decrease 
external sources of variance, such as tissue thickness, a Cl-/K+ ration was calculate. Statistical 
analysis with a two-way ANOVA revealed an effect of TBI on the Cl-/K+ ratio in the corpus 
callosum (Figure 4E-H). Post-hoc testing of multiple comparisons revealed that the Cl-/K+ ratio 
was significantly elevated in the medial region of the corpus callosum of TBI animals, relative 
to sham animals (Figure 4N). The elevation of the Cl-/K+ ratio was found to be trending towards 
significance in the lateral region of the corpus callosum in dTBI animals, relative to shams (p 
= 0.056). The Cl-/K+ ratio is of specific physiological importance in tissues, especially white 
matter, as it reflects that ability of white matter glial (astrocytes and oligodendrocytes) to 
regulate ionic gradients.58-61 It has been established that elevation of the Cl-/K+ ratio occurs 
after specific physiological events such as ischemia, hypoxia, edema, and is a common marker 
of pathology.58-61 

 Ionic imbalances are associated with impaired volume regulation, which negatively 
impacts on the ability of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes to support axons, and therefore, 
impacts brain signalling capacity). Maintaining ionic gradients in the white matter is vital for 
maintenance of axon-glial connections, and oligodendrocyte function.58-61 At this stage, we can 
only speculate on the origin and consequence of altered Cl-/K+ ratio observed in the corpus 
callosum white matter. However, the data is consistent with early mechanical damage to the 
vulnerable medial corpus callosum white matter (also evidenced by loss of lipids and Zn), 
which then may propagates ionic disturbances throughout the corpus callosum. The pattern of 
the Cl-/K+ ratio in the lateral corpus callosum is visually consistent with a “spreading wave” of 
altered ionic gradients (Figure 4), even though the average ratio did not reach statistical 
significance (p = 0.056). A physiological event such as a spreading wave of altered ionic 
gradients may account for the differential lipid response observed between the medial and 
lateral regions of the corpus callosum. Specifically, lipid loss occurs in medial corpus callosum 
associated with mechanical damage but, altered ionic gradients that spread into the lateral 
corpus callosum, where there is not severe mechanical damage, may trigger altered glial 
function and increased myelin synthesis. This study has not examined markers of brain 
inflammation, as we have examined animals at 24 hours post injury, while inflammatory 
markers (e.g., astrogliosis, increased abundance of activated microglia) are not typically 
observed until beyond 24 hours post injury.68-70 Therefore, it is unlikely that brain inflammation 
is a key driver of the observations of this study, but rather, the altered ionic gradients and lipid 
damaged detected may play a role in propagating brain inflammation in the mid- and chronic 
periods post TBI.68-72 In particular, glia and micro-glia not only regulate extra-cellular ionic 
concentrations, but react to altered extra-cellular environments and a spreading wave of altered 
Cl-/K+ ratio as indicted by this study may contribute to brain inflammation. To investigate this 
further, future studies are now clearly required to investigate the finer timeline of phospholipid 
degradation, lipid alterations, and altered ionic balance in medial and lateral regions of the 



corpus callosum and the surrounding hippocampal and cortical structures following dTBI, 
especially with respect to markers of brain inflammation and secondary tissue damage. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this paper has demonstrated a differential ionic and biochemical response 
to dTBI across the medial and lateral corpus callosum. Spectroscopic markers characteristic of 
phospholipid damage and disturbed ionic gradients were observed in the medial region of the 
corpus callosum, which is known to be most vulnerable to mechanical trauma in this model. 
Our approach of utilising multi-modal imaging was the key to visualise altered ionic gradients 
that possibly extend to the lateral regions of the corpus callosum, where spectroscopic markers 
of heightened lipid synthesis, but not phospholipid damage were observed. This was the first 
study to identify a potential link between altered ionic gradients and lipid metabolism following 
dTBI, but such a finding is not without support in the literature. In fact, the results from this 
study help support the findings of others that have identified changes to oligodendrocyte 
function and abnormal myelin wrapping following traumatic injury to the brain.  

The collective findings of this study suggests that disturbed ionic gradients that 
propagate from the site of mechanical damage after dTBI, may contribute to altered glial 
function and ensuing biochemical changes. Future studies are required and will focus on spatio-
temporal characterisation of the ionic changes that follow dTBI, with a specific focus on their 
effect on astrocyte and oligodendrocyte function. 

 

METHODS 

Animal Model –dTBI 

Male Sprague Dawley rats aged between 10-12 weeks were obtained from Monash 
Animal Services and allowed to acclimatize in local holding facility for 1 week prior to surgery. 
During this period rats were housed in 12 hr light/dark cycle with food and water ab libitum 
and closely monitored to anticipate the ideal time for surgery when animals weigh between 
340-360 grams. Rats were then randomly allocated to either a Sham-control (n = 6) or dTBI (n 
= 6) animal group. 

 To create diffuse TBI, a modified version of the WDAI model was used,40 in which a 
metal disc is fixed to the skull to prevent skull fracture and focal lesions. Anaesthesia was 
induced with 5% isoflurane in a mixture of 20% oxygen/80% nitrogen. Noxious hindlimb 
pinching and the absence of palpebral reflexes were used to determine adequate anaesthesia. 
Once this was obtained animals were intubated with 16G intravenous catheter (Introcan safety 
16G, B. Braun medical Inc., Bethlehem, PA, USA) and ventilated with 3% isoflurane in 20% 
oxygen/80% nitrogen at 80 breaths per minute using a mechanical ventilator (Ugo, Basile 
ventilator, 7026). Body temperature was maintained 37-38°C by placing rats on a 
thermostatically controlled heat pad. The scalp was shaved and a midline incision 
approximately 2cm in length made to expose the skull. The metal disk (1 cm in diameter and 
3 mm thick) was then fixed to skull between bregma and lambda. The animal was then placed 
on a foam bed and body secured with masking tape to allow rapid acceleration and deceleration 
of the head. A 450gram weight guided by a plexiglass tube was dropped from a height of 2 
metres directly onto the metal disc to cause moderate-severe injury. The animal was then 
rapidly reconnected to the ventilator carrying 20% oxygen/80% nitrogen in the absence of 



anaesthetic. The animal was monitored until spontaneous breathing resumed which usually 
occurred within 10 minutes. During ventilation the metal disk was removed, and skull checked 
for fractures. If skull fractures were detected the animal was immediately euthanized. If there 
were no fractures present the incision was sutured and cleaned with betadine. For sham controls 
the same protocol was followed minus the traumatic impact. Rats were placed back into 
individual houses and positioned on a heat pad. Recovery was monitored at regular intervals 
and rats were allowed free access to water and food. 24 hours post-surgery, to produce diffuse 
TBI or sham animals, the animals were euthanized with Sodium pentobarbital (Lethabarb, 
Virbac, Australia) and brains rapidly removed. All experimental procedures were conducted in 
accordance with Monash University Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal 
Experimentation. 

Animal Model – Lipid Profiles in Naïve Corpus Callosum 

 Brain tissue was harvested from naïve wild type C57 BL/6 mice (n = 6) and Sprague-
Dawley rats (n=6). Animals were housed in ordinary cages in a colony room on a 12 hour 
light/dark cycle at a controlled temperature (21 °C) with normal rodent maintenance water and 
chow available ad libitum. All experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with 
Curtin University Animal Ethics Guidelines and the Monash Animal Ethics Committee. 

Sample Preparation 

For all samples, brain tissue was rapidly dissected and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen to 
preserve the in vivo biochemical and elemental content, and to avoid introduction of chemical 
artefacts that can occur during chemical fixation, as previously shown.62, 63 Serial 10-μm-thick 
coronal brain sections were cut with a cryo-microtome at -18 ˚C and melted onto: a silicon 
nitride substrate (5 x 5 mm2 and 1 µm thick membrane, Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication) 
for XFM analyses; 1mm thick CaF2 substrate (Crystran) for FTIR analyses, and superfrost plus 
glass microscope slides for routine H&E histology, luxol fast blue histochemistry, or myelin 
basic protein immuno fluorescence. 

Identification of Regions of Interest 

Representative examples of the regions of interest analysed in this study are presented 
in Figure 6. Identification of the regions of interest was achieved with elemental maps (K or 
Zn) and FTIR images of lipid distribution, as these elemental and biochemical markers provide 
simple recognition of anatomical brain structures. Confirmation of regions of interest was 
confirmed with H&E histology of adjacent tissue sections, as well as with comparison to white 
matter distribution revealed by luxol fast blue histochemistry. It should be noted that the spatial 
resolution of XFM (~1-2 µm) and FTIR (25 µm) is substantially poorer than optical microscopy 
(~0.5 µm). Therefore, it is still possible that the lateral corpus callosum ROIs contain possible 
input from the cortico-thalamic fiber bundles, which we can not exclude at the spatial resolution 
of our imaging techniques. We have performed analysis at naïve rats and mice that demonstrate 
the biochemical composition of the white matter tracks varies as a function of anatomical 
location (Supporting Information Figure 1), and this is an important consideration for 
interpretation of our results. 

FTIR Spectroscopic Analyses 

 FTIR spectroscopic images of brain tissue sections were collected with at 25 µm spatial 
resolution using Nicolet iN 10MX FTIR microscope, with an 8x2 pixel liquid nitrogen cooled 
linear array detector and 25 µm pixel size, as previously described.25 Spectra were collected at 



4 cm-1 spectral resolution with 16 co-added scans, and the background was collected using the 
same parameters from a blank CaF2 substrate. One of the individual pixels on the linear array 
detector displays reduced sensitivity, resulting in increased noise that can be seen as a stripe 
artefact in some images. These pixels were excluded from all ROI’s, so they did not affect 
statistical analyses. 

 FTIR spectroscopic images were analysed with Cytospec v2.00.03 and OPUS v7.0. 
Second-derivative spectra were calculated from vector normalized raw spectra (vector 
normalized to the amide I band, 1700 – 1600 cm-1), using a 9 smoothing point Savitzky-Golay 
function, for analysis of aggregated protein content. Lipid homeostasis was determined from 
characteristic spectroscopic markers of lipid ester and lipid methylene groups, which were 
generated from the area under the curve of the ester carbonyl band (1755 – 1715 cm-1) and lipid 
methylene groups νs(CH2) (2865 – 2840 cm-1), using a linear background subtraction across 
the same spectral range, in non-normalised and non-derivatised spectra. Phospholipids were 
evaluated from the area under the curve of the νas(PO2

-) (1250 – 1200 cm-1).  Second-derivative 
analysis of the νas(PO2

-) band (vector normalised from 1250 – 1200 cm-1) was used to 
differentiate between hydrogen bonded and non-hydrogen bonded phospholipids, as described 
in the literature.45, 64 For statistical analysis, regions of interest were determined for the medial 
and lateral corpus callosum and the average area under the peak or second-derivative intensity 
calculated for the spectroscopic markers described above. 

Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence Microscopy 

 Elemental mapping of tissue sections was performed at the X-ray Fluorescence 
Microscopy beamline at the Australian Synchrotron, as previously described.25, 28, 37 In brief, a 
monochromatic X-ray beam with energy 15.8 keV was focused to a ~1 µm (1-sigma) spot, 
using a Kirkpatrick–Baez mirror pair. The X-ray emissions from the sample mounted 
perpendicular to the beam were collected in event-mode using the low-latency, 384-channel 
Maia detector in backscatter geometry.65, 66 The sample was raster scanned through the beam 
with an effective dwell time of 0.1 ms per effective step (image pixel) size of 1 µm, and images 
were processed with a 3 point moving average to increase signal to noise and enhance image 
contrast, as previously described.25, 28, 37 Elemental foils (Micromatter, Canada), were scanned 
in the same geometry, as references for elemental quantification. Elemental maps of areal 
density were reconstructed from the full emission spectra with GeoPIXE v6.6j (CSIRO, 
Australia), using a linear transformation matrix for spectral deconvolution. The composition of 
the tissue sample was approximated as dried organic material (C22H10N2O4), with a density of 
1.42 g cm-3, as in previous studies.25, 37, 63, 67 Quantitative elemental maps were extracted as 
TIFF files of per-pixel elemental areal density in ng cm-2, which were then imported into 
ImageJ v1.48. 

H&E Histology, Luxol Fast Blue Histochemistry, and Myelin Basic Protein Immuno-
Fluorescence Microscopy 

H&E histology: Tissue cryo-sections were air-dried and post-fixed in 10% buffered 
formalin (Sigma) for haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. Comparison of histology images 
with elemental maps and FTIR spectroscopic images was used to determine regions of interest 
corresponding to medial and lateral corpus callosum, and surrounding brain structures such as 
the cortex and hippocampus. Microscopy images of H&E stained tissue were collected at 4x 
magnification using a Olympus Bx51 microscope with Olympus dp70 camera and cellSans 
Standard software. 



LFB-histochemistry: Tissue sections were fixed post tissue sectioning using 1 mL of 
10% buffered formalin dropped on top of the tissue section. After fixation, slides were rinsed 
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 10 mM). Tissue sections were then defatted in a 1:1 
alcohol:chloroform mixture for 2 hours. Tissue sections were rehydrated back to 95% ethanol, 
before incubation in luxol fast blue (Sigma Aldrich) at 56 0C, overnight. Following incubation, 
tissue sections were rinsed in distilled water and differentiated in Li2CO3. Slides were then 
rinsed in a series of distilled water, 95% ethanol, 100% ethanol, Xylene, and then coverslipped. 
Microscopy images of LFB stained tissue were collected at 4x magnification using a Olympus 
Bx51 microscope with Olympus dp70 camera and cellSans Standard software. Images were 
saved as grey-scale tiffs, for semi-quantitative analysis of myelin. 

MBP-IF: Myelin basic protein (MBP) immuno-fluorescence was performed using 
rabbit anti-MBP (Abcam, ab40390, Cambridge, USA). Tissue sections were fixed post  
sectioning using 1 mL of 10% buffered formalin dropped on top of the tissue section. After 
fixation, slides were rinsed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 10 mM), and blocked in bovine 
serum albumin for 1 hour at room temperature. Following blocking, the tissue sections were 
incubated overnight in primary antibody (concentration 1:200) at 4 °C. Following incubation 
with primary anti-body, slides were rinsed in n phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 10 mM), and 
incubated with the secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit IgG Alex Fuor@488) at a 
concentration of 1:200, for 2 hours at room temperature. Lastly, the slides were rinsed with 
PBS, mounted with aqueous antifade medium,coverslipped, and stored at -20°C. Fluorescence 
microscopy images were collected at 4x magnification using a Olympus Bx51 microscope with 
Olympus dp70 camera and cellSans Standard software, using blue light excitation and 
collection of emitted fluorescence using a green filter. Images were saved as grey-scale tiffs 
for semi-quantitative analysis of myelin basic protein. 

Statistical Analysis 

 All data is presented as the group mean ± σ (standard deviation) and therefore, the 
distance between the minimum error bar and the maximum error bar is equal to 2 σ. The 
experimental design of this investigation has incorporated 2 independent variables, animal 
model (dTBI or sham) and anatomical brain region (medial or lateral corpus callosum). The 
medial and lateral regions of the corpus callosum that were investigated are schematically 
shown in Figure 6. The main effects of the two independent variables on the dependent variable 
(elemental or biochemical content) was evaluated using a two-way ANOVA (GraphPad Prism 
v7.04). Post-hoc testing of multiple comparisons was performed using a Sidak test, (95% 
confidence limit). Post-hoc testing was only performed if the two-way ANOVA revealed a 
statistically significant main effect of the animal model, or an interaction effect. All 
experimental animal groups contain n = 6 animal replicates for FTIR or XFM analyses. 
experimental groups contained n = 5 animal replicates for LFB and MBP-IF analyses. 

  



FIGURES 

 

 

Figure 1: FTIR spectroscopic imaging of medial and lateral corpus callosum lipid composition 
after dTBI. The integrated area under the curve was used to assess relative content of lipid 
methylene (A, E), lipid esters (B, F), and phosphate head groups of lipids (C, G). The false-
colour FTIR functional group images reveal decreased content of all three lipid markers in 
medial corpus callosum following dTBI (E-H), relative to sham (A-D). The decreased content 
is visualised through greater abundance of light blue or dark blue pixels in medial corpus 
callosum (closed arrow heads) of dTBI images relative to sham. Increased content of all three 
lipid markers was observed in lateral dTBI corpus callosum as observed by greater abundance 
of dark red pixels in dTBI images relative to sham (open arrow heads). Assessment of the 
chemical environment of the phosphate head group of phospholipids (D, H) revealed decreased 
relative abundance of hydrated phospholipids in medial corpus callosum (closed arrow) in 
dTBI animals (light blue pixels, H) compared to sham animals (yellow/red pixels, D). Scale 
bars = 500 µm. Min – Max values for FTIR images are as follows: 0 to 4 (Lipid Methylene), 0 
to 2 (Lipid Ester), 0 to 2 (Phospholipid), -0.001 to 0 (Hydrated Phospholipid). 

The visual observations represented in the false-colour FTIR functional group images were 
confirmed with a two-way ANOVA and post-hoc multiple comparison testing. * p < 0.05, ** 
p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, ### p < 0.0001 

  



 

Figure 2: Representative FTIR spectra (A) showing spectroscopic marker bands (arrows) of 
lipid methylene groups νs(CH2) at 2852 cm-1, lipid esters ν(C=O) at 1745 cm-1, and phosphate 
head group νas(PO2

-) at 1235 cm-1. The second-derivative FTIR spectrum (B) highlights the 
decreased intensity at 1223 cm-1 in representative spectra from the medial corpus callosum of 
a dTBI animal, relative to a sham animal, indicative of decreased hydrated phospholipids 
following dTBI. Note: second-derivative inverts the direction of peaks, relative to original 
spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 3: Assessment of myelin with luxol fast blue (LFB) histochemistry (A-D) and myelin 
basic protein (MBP) immuno-fluorescence (IF) (E-H), in medial corpus callosum (A, C, E, G) 
and lateral corpus callosum (B, D, F, H), in sham animals (C, D, G, H) and dTBI animals (A, 
B, E, F).  Statistical analysis (two-way ANOVA,  n = 5 in sham and n = 5 in dTBI groups)) 
did not reveal statistical differences in myelin density as studied by LFB histochemistry (I) or 
MBP-IF (J), however, on average LFB staining was reduced in medial corpus callosum of 
dTBI animals relative to shams (I). H&E histology (K) shows the anatomical locations (blue 
dash boxes) of medial and lateral tissue shown in panels A-H. Scale bar (A-H) = 200 µm, (K) 
= 500 µm. 



 

 

Figure 4: XFM elemental mapping reveals (A-D) Zn areal density (ng cm-2) is decreased in 
medial corpus callosum (closed arrow heads) after dTBI relative to shams, but Zn is not 
decreased in lateral corpus callosum (open arrow heads). The Cl-/K+ ratio (E-H) was observed 
to be elevated in both medial and lateral corpus callosum after dTBI. Overlay of the Zn and Cl-

/K+ ratio is also shown (I-L). The visual observations of representative images were confirmed 
with two-way ANOVA statistical analyses of Zn (M) and Cl-/K+ ratio (N), and post-hoc 
multiple comparison testing (Sidak’s test). No significant differences were observed for other 
elements (Cl, K, Ca, Cu, Fe), which are presented in Figure 5. The approximate anatomical 
locations for the XFM elemental mapping are shown on LFB stained sections, for medial 
corpus callosum (O) and lateral corpus callosum (P).  Scale bar = 200 µm. * p < 0.05, ** p < 
0.01. 

 

 

Figure 5: Summary of XFM elemental content in medial and lateral corpus callosum, which 
were not significantly effected by dTBI (Cl-, K+, Ca2+, Cu, Fe), shown in panels A-E, 
respectively. No significant difference was observed with two-way ANOVA statistical 
analyses.  

  



 

Figure 6: Anatomical regions of interest within corpus callosum were guided by histology (A). 
An example of the lateral (blue dashes), middle (black dashes), and medial (red dashes) regions 
of interest are shown annotated onto a monochrome FTIR image of lipid distribution in 
representative sham animal (B). In dTBI study lateral and medial corpus callosum was 
compared. Naïve lipid distribution was compared in mice and rats across medial, middle, and 
lateral regions. Scale bar  = 500 µm. 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

SI Figure 1 shows lipid distribution in corpus callosum in naïve mice and rats. 

SI Figure 2 shows MBI immuno-histochemistry positive and negative controls. 
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